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Have you taken our
online course yet?
Teaching Every Reader is for K-2 teachers just like you! Click
HERE or on the image below to learn more.
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Blog: https://www.themeasuredmom.com/
Membership: https://membership.themeasuredmom.com/
Podcast: https://www.themeasuredmom.com/triplerteachingpodcast/
Teaching Every Reader course: https://www.teachingeveryreader.com/
Teaching Every Writer course: https://www.teachingeverywriter.com/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/themeasuredmom/
Pinterest: https://www.pinterest.com/themeasuredmom/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/themeasuredmom/
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During Reading

Before Reading

Guided Reading Activities
ü The teacher chooses an appropriate text for the group. It should be slightly
higher than the students’ independent level and give them a few problems
to solve. In advance, the teacher prepares a teaching point, discussion
questions, and (sometimes) an extension.
ü The teacher introduces the text. S/he may introduce new concepts or 2-3
vocabulary words, give a brief synopsis of the book, call attention to a new
phonics pattern, have the students do a picture walk or make predictions,
and/or set a purpose for reading.

ü Each student reads the text in its entirety. As the students read, they
problem solve and ask the teacher for help as needed.
ü The teacher listens in and takes notes about what strategies students
are/are not using as they read. The teacher supports students by coaching
them as needed.

After Reading

ü After the students read, the teacher engages them in a discussion about
the book. The discussion includes a variety of low and high level
questions.
ü The teacher makes a teaching point appropriate for the level of the
students in the group.
ü As time permits, the students do word work and/or guided
writing at the end of the lesson.
ü Students may re-read the text during independent reading
time and as a warm-up during future guided reading lessons.
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Sample Pre-Reading Vocabulary Activities

(keep it brief!)

• Have students predict what vocabulary words they’ll find in a nonfiction text. Return to
the list after the reading.
• Read a sentence from the text that includes a new vocabulary word, and ask students to
use context clues to determine its meaning.
• Explicitly teach the meaning of a new word by giving a student friendly definition and
giving an example of its use.
• Share a set of content-related words that are in the text. Then ask students to read the
words and predict what the text will be about. Why do they think so?
• Write sentences with blanks for several featured vocabulary words. Have students
determine which word belongs in each sentence.

Sample Prompts to Support Students as They Read
• Find the part that’s not quite right.
• What other word do you know like that?
• Try that again and see if it makes sense.
• What sound does this vowel make? Check the phonics chart.
• Run your finger under the word to check the sounds.
• Cover the beginning/ending. Now what word do you see? Put the parts together.
• What does this make you think about?
• Can you make a picture in your mind as you read this?
• Show me the part that’s confusing.
• Tell me about what you read in just one sentence.
• What can you do to figure out what that word means?
• This word has more than one meaning. What do you think it means here?
• Make your voice show that this is interesting.
• Make your voice sound like the character who’s talking.
• Notice the punctuation when you read.
• Slow down when you’re reading a lot of information. That will make it easier for you to
remember it.
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Sample Questions for After Reading
• Who do you think is the most important character? Why?
• Give one word that describes the main character. Why did you choose it?
• What clues in the picture show you how the character is feeling?
• What lesson did the character learn?
• Where/when does the story take place?
• Point to a clue in the picture that shows the setting of the story.
• Would you like to live where the story takes place? Why or why not?
• What is the problem of the story?
• What happened after …
• Name the events of the story in order.
• Which parts of the story could not happen in real life?
• Name the problem. How would you have solved it if you were the character?
• Find a label or caption that helped you understand the text.
• Tell one fact you learned from this text.
• What is the text mainly about?
• What is a good definition of …?
• What is your opinion of …?
• What did you already know about ______ before you read this text?
• What do you think is the most important thing the author wanted you to know about ____?
• Tell what you learned in just 1-2 sentences.
• How did the author organize information to help you understand it?
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Sample Teaching Points(in order from simple to challenging)
• We read from left to right.
• Print carries a message.
• Hearing rhyming words
• Blending and segmenting onsets and rimes
• Using beginning or ending consonant sounds as clues when reading
• Using pictures as a clue
• Making personal connections
• Using the pattern to read predictable books
• Making predictions
• Self-correcting when reading doesn’t make sense, look right, or sound right
• Decoding CVC words
• Paying attention to punctuation while reading
• Telling the events of a simple story in order
• Sharing an opinion about a text
• Retelling the story with support
• Telling about the beginning, middle, and end
• Putting the appropriate stress on words while reading
• Describing characters’ feelings, behavior, and development
• Telling what you learned from nonfiction
• Using simple text features to learn new information
• Summarizing with the appropriate details
• Decoding longer words
• Using a variety of word-solving strategies
• Making inferences
• Using graphic organizers to retell with detail
• Identifying and reporting concepts in an organized way
• Understanding idioms and figurative language
• Describing the author’s point of view
• Comparing and contrasting characters, events, or ideas in the text
• Summarizing a longer text or writing chapter summaries
• Supporting your opinion with evidence
• Understanding subtle humor
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Sample Word Work Activities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Doing name puzzles
Matching names
Sorting letters
Matching letters
Naming or finding letters on an alphabet chart
Tracing letters in a letter book
Naming words that begin with a letter
Sorting pictures that begin with particular sounds
Playing rhyming games
Reading, making, and/or writing simple sight words
Change the initial consonant to make new words
Sorting pictures by initial and final sound
Sorting pictures by rhyming sound
Sorting letters by feature
Matching uppercase to lowercase letters
Counting phonemes using sound boxes
Changing words to make plurals
Taking apart and making simple contractions
Making possessives
Changing words by adding simple prefixes and suffixes
Changing words to create comparatives and superlatives
Working with homophones and homographs
Reading, making, and/or writing multisyllablic words
Working with open and closed syllables

Sample Guided Writing Activities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sentence dictation
Writing a sentence about the beginning and one about the end.
Writing three sentences about the story
Writing about the problem and solution.
Writing about the beginning, middle, and end.
Writing about a character’s feelings and how they changed throughout the story
Writing facts about the topic
Finding the picture that shows the most important event and writing about it
Naming character traits, using evidence from the story
Comparing/contrasting characters, events, or ideas
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